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JRS Express
MESSAGE FROM MR BLACKBURN
We are in the midst of a July heatwave and things are certainly hotting
up at the end of term at JRS. I am in the great position of being able to
wander round the school at times like our Be Ready For Your FutureDays. I get to see the fantastic range of activities our students are experiencing and, of course, it is their contribution that makes everything
go so well. I am also privileged to get the emails from the employers
and outside providers that have worked with the children and there
have been a raft of people taking their time to email in to say how impressed they are with our JRS students and their engagement with the
world of work. Many of these emails come from colleagues in international companies such as Shell, national employers such as the NHS or
local apprentice providers such as Siemens. Our students have done us
proud.
Our Summer Concert was a treat to attend and the hidden talents of
many of our young people, (and of course some of our staff), was
proudly displayed on the stage. The evening showed not only the confidence and resilience of those on stage, but the overwhelming support
of their peers in the crowd, cheering and celebrating every performance.
Of course, for those of us that work in schools, there is always the sadness as we wave goodbye to another group of Year 11. Rather than
faceless numbers on a spreadsheet these students all leave us with personal memories of their time with us and I know we all continue to
wish them all the very best for the future … and have our fingers
crossed for results day on Thursday 25 August.
As the students continue their return to normality after a bizarre few
years, I hope that they come to the end of term; tired, in need of a rest
but also exhilarated, enthused and proud of all their achievements this
year.
Wishing you all the very best of summer holidays.
Peter Blackburn
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CHICAGO TRIP
The 1920s Razzle Dazzle was
present on stage in a sole
spotlight on a single chair before the curtain came up to a
concoction of tremendous
music and dancing which told
the story of half jazz-age
glamour and half prohibitionera criminality.
The interactions between the
on stage orchestra, lighting,
set and polished cast pulled
the audience into a suspension of disbelief, yet mirrored
today's five minutes of fame
culture which is often a flash
in the pan. As the saying goes,
today's newspaper headline is
tomorrow's fish and chip
wrapping!
We asked students to reflect
on the performance they attended in Blackpool; here are
a few of their thoughts:
“The best women power play
in the history of theatre.”
Robyn Weston
''I thought that it was a really
good show!! The dancing
was great throughout!!
Thank you for a great experience!" Erin Nugent
"Amazing... loved the experience." Sophie Moss
"The show was delectable.
There were lots of very good
singers and great acting
too!" Louisa Park

THE BRITISH VALUES AND UNITED
NATIONS JRS HALL OF FAME 2022 / 2023
Last term students in their forms
discussed qualities and attributes
promoted by British Values and the
United Nations. Each form decided
on two people who they felt best
represented the attributes that British Values and the United Nations
promote in order to
BT ALDERS

BT ELMS

help create a fair and respectful
world community. We had a special
assembly to announce the winners
and there is a display in the school
reception and dining room. It would
be amazing to think that one year
one of our own JRS alumni might be
chosen by current students! Here
are the individuals each form chose:

BT OAKS

Respect for
gender

Respect for
diversity

Professionalism

Amika
George

Lee Ridley

David Attenborough

Democracy & /
or The Rule of
Law

Individual
Liberty

Mutual Respect

Rose
Ayling Ellis

Brian May

Volodymyr
Zelensky
TH ALDERS

Respect for
gender

AKA The
Lost Voice
Guy

TH ELMS

Integrity

Jimmy Donaldson
AKA The Beast

Tolerance of those of
different faiths and
beliefs

Marcus Rashford
TH OAKS

Respect for
diversity

Professionalism

Jennicet
Guiterrez

David Attenborough

Volodymyr
Zelensky

Democracy & /
or The Rule of
Law

Individual
Liberty

Mutual Respect

Volodymyr
Zelensky

Professor
Stephen
Hawkins

Barack
Obama

BT WILLOWS

TH WILLOWS

Integrity

Marcus Rashford

Tolerance of those of
different faiths and
beliefs

Gareth Southgate

"The lighting and special effects were incredible and I
loved the choreography. It
was truly amazing." Alaana
Coates
"It was a brilliant, climactic
musical, a very good way to
introduce people to musicals!" Samuel Halliday
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““When we build, let us think that we build forever.
Let it not be for present delight nor for present use
alone.”
— John Ruskin

‘The walls shook with
the cries of a failing democracy and the audience was swept away by
an ocean current of
breath taking puppetry,
exemplifying a flawed
farm styled on Communist Russia.

BLACKPOOL: PUPPET PIGS AND FISH AND
CHIPS!

Tristan

Just after the Easter break we were able to take a group of students
to see a theatre production of Animal Farm in Blackpool. We asked
students to reflect on the performance when they returned to JRS.
Here are some of their thoughts:
‘The tower in Blackpool is awesome but paled into comparison to the
tower of tyranny represented by Napoleon on the Grand’s theatre stage.
The screeching seagulls on the seafront were a stark contrast to the oppressed birds in the performance of Animal Farm.’
Seb
‘Animal Farm at The Grand Theatre was a well-paced play with beautifully crafted animal puppets. I was engrossed in the story as I saw Orwell’s
words come to life.’
Max

‘The Blackpool Animal Farm trip was an amazing and beneficial experience as we were able to see the emotions of the animals on stage and this
helped us to imagine what it would be like for us if we lived on Animal
Farm and had participated in a rebellion. Being able to watch the production on stage helped us understand how music and lights can create a fitting atmosphere.’
James
‘My expectations of the Animal Farm play were as high as Blackpool Tower; the production was better than the sweet taste of Blackpool rock! The
performance really got across Orwell’s feelings about democracy – which
is relevant to the times we live in today with everything that is going on in
Russia and Ukraine.’
Hannah

‘We went to Blackpool to watch a dramatic production of Animal Farm by
George Orwell. It was interesting to see the director’s interpretation of
the novel and to see the crashing demolition of democracy, which is even
more significant today with the current war in Ukraine. Although there
were some alterations to the text, most of the production was loyal to the
novel. The important message Orwell is presenting is even more relevant
today – it allows viewers of the production to understand global events
better. If I could watch it again, I would in a heartbeat!’
Ivan

‘The Animal Farm trip
was a really positive experience and helped our
understanding of the
novel. It had parts that
were similar to the novel
and bits that were different which tested our
memory throughout! I
really enjoyed the way
they presented the story
with life sized puppets.’
Taylor
‘The Animal Farm production presented the
general ideologies addressed by Orwell in the
novel. It was an exemplary demonstration of
fear and tyranny – especially in Chapter 7 with
the execution of any
‘traitors.’ I believe this
performance further
demonstrates how fear
is used to manipulate
others; like a crashing
wave on Blackpool’s
shores, the animals lack
of intelligence prevents
them from fighting
back.’
Michael
‘The performance was
outstanding; the atmosphere and experience
left us feeling as high as
Blackpool Tower.’
Damian
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THE ROMANTIC
POETS EXPLORED
AT JRS!
Year 10 study some Romantic
poets as part of their GCSE
poetry anthology; we were
lucky enough to secure the services of The Wordsworth Trust
who came over from Dove Cottage to do a refresher on the
life and times of the Romantic
poets and then a discussion
about how La Belle Dame Sans
Merci, She Walks in Beauty
and A Complaint are representative of the Romantic
movement.
We asked the students to jot
down their thoughts after the
seminar – here are a few of
their comments:

TEXTILES
So here we are in the final few
weeks of the summer term - how
time flies when you’re having fun
getting crafty in the textiles
room!
The Year 8s have been learning
about the manufacturing of woven products and fabrics whilst
practicing the art of using the
weft and warp to create their own
woven wonders.
The Year 9s have recently completed their hand puppets, there

was a huge range of ideas and
inspiration, all of which resulted
in some rather bright and beautiful creations.
The Year 10s meanwhile have just
been given the context for their
up and coming NEA portfolios
and are currently in the process of
exploring and investigating their
ideas and plans for their future
projects.
We’ve then got an sensational
sustainability- based cross curricular day planned for July when
we are hoping to inspire the students to recycle and reuse materials in a creative scope. They will
be introduced to some brand new
equipment to help them to ‘make
do and mend’.
It’s certainly all hands on deck in
the Design and Technology Department this summer!

‘I enjoyed learning more
about the complicated relationship Wordsworth
and Coleridge had and
how this influenced A
Complaint.’
‘I learnt that Romantic
(with a capital R) doesn’t
mean love and that the
Romantic poets were a
movement connected to
writing and art. Seeing the
list of all the things that
make a Romantic poet was
very helpful!’

DESIGN TECHNOLOGY—
JRS ILLUMINATIONS!

Year 10 have been designing and creating Lamps in preparation for the non-examination assessment of their
GCSE exams next year. They were tasked with creating
a design that was both functional and creative.

‘I loved the fact Mary
Shelley kept her husband’s
heart in her desk drawer –
but actually it turned out
to be his liver…’
‘I learnt a lot about Byronic heroes which will be
useful for my exam.’
‘I enjoyed seeing someone that knew a lot about
the poems and being so
passionate about them. It
was good to learn how the
poets interacted and to
learn about their backstory
in detail.’
‘I know now about the
lives the Romantic poets
had; I know about their
friendships and how this is
reflected in their poetry.’
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CATERING: CHEFS OF THE TERM

We continue to be impressed by the complex skills and professional finishes
of all our young chefs!

STEM CHALLENGE DAY
Back in March, 15 Year 9 students represented JRS in a STEM Skills Challenge event which
took place at Lancaster University.
At the event, students worked in small groups on various exercises in which they were required to use mathematical, problem-solving, leadership and communication skills. They
were working alongside students from Lancaster University and competing against schools
from across Cumbria and Lancashire.

JRS - the winning team!

Working alongside STEM ambassador students from Lancaster
University

"Every great person is always being helped by everybody; for their gift is to get good out of all things
and all persons." John Ruskin
A THEATRICAL MIDSUMMER NIGHT AT
BRANTWOOD
Twenty expectant, would-be JRS
Thespians from Y8-Y10, (with
handmade pizzas, freshly- made
and warmly wrapped in rucksacks) walked excitedly down
Lake Road, accompanied by two
older Nymphs and an older wizened Shepherd (the staff). On
arriving hot and bothered we
struggled to resist the temptation of jumping in the cool and
inviting Coniston Water, but
would have happily done so with
permission slips!
Safely ferried across the deep
and peaceful waters, we were
transported to another worldthat of 'hidden world' at Brantwood. Through the enchanted
gardens and into the uncut performance meadow. Our bodies
to be swallowed and enveloped
by the long tall grass and proud,
handsome daisies. Gazing down
on the garish pink stage in anticipation with eyes drawn to the
magnificent mountainous and
lake-filled environs. Were they

in Paradise?
No, but a moment in it?
The Illyria Theatre Company,
released by their new found freedom post-Covid, were coming
alive to put on a powerful and
energetic performance of Shakespeare's ' A Midsummer's Night
Dream', wait for it, on a warm
Midsummer's Night in Coniston!!!!!

‘The trip was full of surprises and it was a very
educational experience'
Mya Bowman
'It was wonderful to see the
students make and carry
their own picnic via ferry
to the spectacular shore
meadow of Brantwood
where John Ruskin's legacy lives on. The production
was larger than life in costume, set and the energy of
the performers and one
that I believe Ruskin would
have approved of.' Miss
Curbishley

It was, indeed, a magical night
crowned by the fabulous weather. I'm sure as the audience departed, the stage being felled, I
swear we saw the fairies come
out to play their merry mischief
in the longest grass, as they had
in the play itself!
The magic of live theatre lives on
in Coniston.
Mr Rawcliffe (The Wizened
Shepherd)
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GOODBYE YEAR 11, WELL DONE AND
GOODLUCK!
And finally, a massive well done to all of our wonderful Year 11s for the hard work and resilience they
demonstrated during the exam period. We look forward to seeing them all again on results day (Thursday
25th August).
Following the end of their exams, Year 11 started their celebrations with a beautiful, sunny trip on the Coniston Gondola, followed be a spectacular prom. All year 11 students that came had a great time, it was fantastic to see them celebrate after five hard years of school! Big thanks to all the staff at The Grange Hotel in
Grange for making the evening so special, and to the staff of JRS that came along to celebrate with the students.
Good luck ,Year 11, as you leave us to pursue your amazing futures!

“Our duty is to preserve what the past has had to say for itself, and to say for
ourselves what shall be true for the future.” — John Ruskin

John Ruskin School
Lake Road
Coniston
Cumbria
LA21 8EW
Phone: 015394 41306 / 41411
E-mail: admin@jrs.org.uk

Many thanks to all who
have contributed to this
edition of the JRS Express—it’s fantastic seeing
what the students have
been up to!
Have a wonderful and safe
holiday everybody, and
we’ll see the in September!

